PROTECT
and

		DELIVER

LOADMASTER® SHIPPING CASES

LOADMASTER® SHIPPING CASES
Loadmaster® rotationally molded shipping
cases are completely modular in all
dimensions. The first of their kind, these
patented cases offer superior performance
and the world’s most advanced modular
stackability.

UNRIVALED PROTECTION
Cases of different sizes securely
stack and interlock in any
grouping for maximum stacking
efficiency. Loadmaster® Cases
are ideal for use on 463L
military pallets and compatible
with JMIC shipping containers.

Modular Stacking
All Loadmaster® Cases have modular
dimensions and unique stacking features
molded into the top and bottom surfaces
allowing these cases to securely interlock
when stacked.
Molded-in Inserts
Molded-in inserts eliminate leak paths,
keeping your equipment protected from the
outside elements. This feature also helps
prevent corrosion, as well as the collection of
hazardous materials.

Performance Tested
for Harsh Operational
Conditions

SUPERIOR DESIGN

High and Low Temperature

Modular Molded-in
Case-to-Case Stacking Features

Proven performance in temperature extremes
ranging from -65º F to +185º F.

Drop Testing

Able to withstand the rigors of deployment - drop
tested from a height of 24 to 48 inches. Impacts
conducted on all corners, flat surfaces and 		
edges for a total of 26 drops.

Basic Transportation Vibration
Black Field
Replaceable Hardware

®

Water Tight
Closures

optional 2” wide
edge casters
available

Water Submersion/Wind Blown Rain

Wind Blown Sand and Dust

Loadmaster® Shipping Cases have perfect
90° angle walls which maximizes interior
volume and stacking efficiency.

ECS cases are desert ready and show no evidence of
damage and/or sand or dust intrusion.

Fungus Growth

Recessed Hardware

Options

ECS cases show no damage and/or degradation
when exposed to Loose Cargo Transportation
environments for 30 minutes.
		
ECS cases show no evidence of water intrusion
and/or damage as a result of exposure to 40 mph
wind blown rain conditions.

Zero Draft Angle

Recessed hardware protects external
hardware during transit and handling.

Built to move, ECS cases are exposed to vibration
environments for a duration of 30 minutes per
mutually perpendicular axis.

Loose Cargo Bounce

Field Replaceable Hardware
All Loadmaster Shipping Cases feature
molded-in inserts which allow external
hardware to be easily changed with a
screwdriver. Stainless steel fasteners and
molded-in inserts provide the strongest
hardware attachments available today.

ECS cases are tested in
accordance with MIL-STD-810G:

ECS case materials will not support fungus growth.

Ergonomic
Polymer Handle

Automatic Pressure
Relief Valve

Low Pressure

ECS cases are not damaged and/or degraded when
exposed to low pressure environments.

Options include edge casters, fire retardant
resin, 11 colors, foam liners, tote handles,
and more.
ISO 9000 Compliant

Patents Pending | US Patent 7,537,119

LOADMASTER® SHIPPING CASE OPTIONS
Loadmaster® Shipping Cases can be configured with custom cushions for your exact equipment.
Individual cushions can be designed by the ECS Case engineering team to satisfy the shock and
vibration protection requirements of equipment that is stored, shipped or used in an ECS case.
Various densities of polyurethane, polyethylene, elastomeric and neoprene foams can be used
individually, or in combination for a cushion design that maximizes protection for encased
equipment.
Loadmaster® Shipping Cases have a variety of options including edge casters, fire retardant
resin, foam liners, tote handles, and other customized options.

Standard Colors
Standard sizes range from
16.6” x 16.6” x 12” to
83.8” x 25” x 16”
Ideal for stacking on 463L
military pallets and JMIC
shipping containers

Desert Tan Olive Drab

FS-23531

FS-34088

White

Gray

Black

FS-26231

Orange

Yellow

Earth

Red

FS-30277

Green

FS-11310

Blue

ECS Case
offers
products
in custom
colors.
Contact ECS
for details.

FS-22246

FS-13591

About ECS CASE
ECS Case offers a full line of factory direct shipping products as well
as the most advanced custom packaging solutions available today.
Commercial-off-the-shelf products include rackmount enclosures,
medical cases, weapons solutions, shipping, storage, drawer, and
footlocker cases available on demand.
Focused Innovation, Unrivaled Results.
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3560 Rogue River Highway
Grants Pass, Oregon 97527
Toll-free: 877-426-0030
Fax: 541-474-2479
ECScase.com

